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Abstract: For the stability of rock salt cavern during the washing process, the research on the relationship between the 

dissolving mechanism and mechanical effect of rock salt is necessary. Through analyses on rock salt dissolving mechanism, and 

rock salt dissolving effect with and without mechanical effect, difference between rock salt dissolving model with and without 

mechanical effect has been studied. It can be concluded that rock salt dissolving mechanism with and without mechanical effect 

is same, but with mechanical effect, especially after the plastic strain and cracks have been produced, difference between the 

dissolving effect with and without mechanical effect has been existed; compared with the parameter “diffusion coefficient” D on 

the dissolving model without mechanical effect, the new conception “equivalent diffusion coefficient” D* has been proposed to 

describe the macro-dissolving speed of rock salt with mechanical effect under the assumption that dissolving action face has not 

been changed during the dissolving process. D* is a variable of the equivalent plastic strain and dissolving time; based on rock 

salt dissolving model without mechanical effect and the new concept D*, rock salt dissolving model with mechanical effect has 

been built; through analyzing the datum of uniaxial compression meso-mechanical test under the coupled mechanical-dissolving 

effect, the method to calculate D* has been proposed, and the relationship between axial plastic strain, dissolving time and D* 

has been obtained. The achieved results can provide a research foundation for the further analyses on coupled 

mechanical-dissolving mechanism of rock salt.  
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1. Introduction 

Because of high security and easy construction, rock salt 

cavern, which has been called high strategic security energy 

storage vault, has been applied to underground energy storage 

broadly on many countries [1, 2]. To ensure the sustainable 

development of economics and society of China, it is 

necessary to build the strategic energy storage and commercial 

energy storage over a period of time in the future [3]. On the 

washing process of building cavern, the stability of rock salt 

cavern has been mainly controlled by two factors, the stress 

distribution [4-7] and dissolving characteristics of rock salt on 

wall rock [8-11]. Some researchers have acquired abundant 

research results on the washing process and stability of rock 

salt cavern taking account of the above two factors 

respectively, but the coupled effect on the above two factors 

has not been taking into account deficiently.  

In fact, during the washing process, interaction between the 

mechanical effect and dissolving characteristics of rock salt on 

wall rock of rock salt cavern is existed: on the one hand, 

because of the mechanical effect on wall rock, cracks have 

been produced, dissolving characteristics of rock salt on wall 

rock has been changed, the macro dissolving speed of rock salt 

has been enlarged; on the other hand, because of the variation 

of dissolving characteristics, the mechanical property of rock 

salt and the stability of rock salt cavern has been influenced 

un-neglectfully. And therefore, the research on the 

relationship between the dissolving mechanism and 

mechanical effect of rock salt is necessary on the analysis of 
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washing process and stability of rock salt cavern. 

However, the research result about the above problem is 

inadequate. On this paper, through analyses on rock salt 

dissolving mechanism, and rock salt dissolving effect with 

and without mechanical effect, difference between rock salt 

dissolving model with and without mechanical effect has 

been studied. 

2. Rock Salt Dissolving Mechanism 

Actually the rock salt dissolving process is the process of 

diffusion that the rock salt molecule has been diffused onto 

the water solution. The sketch of rock salt dissolving process 

has been shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the dissolving process of 

rock salt can be simplified as follow: 

� The water solution can be assumed to be divided by the 

boundary layer and the diffusion layer.  

� The boundary layer which is very thin is adhered to 

rock salt solid boundary. And the concentration of rock 

salt solution on the boundary layer can be assumed to a 

constant that is valued to saturated concentration of 

rock salt solution.  

� In the boundary layer, the dynamic balance of the total 

mass between the dissolution and diffusion process has 

been maintained.  

� In the diffusion layer, the diffusion and convection 

effect for fluid has been observed.  

 

Figure 1. Sketch of rock salt dissolving process. 

Based on the above assumption, the dissolving process can 

be divided into three steps as follows: 

1) Because of diffusion effect, the rock salt molecule of 

the boundary layer has been diffused into the diffusion 

layer, and the concentration of rock salt solution on the 

boundary layer has been decreased. 

2) On the solid boundary, rock salt has been dissolved, and 

the rock salt molecule has been dissolved onto the 

boundary layer, and then the concentration of rock salt 

solution in the boundary layer has been reached the 

value of saturated concentration again. 

3) Because of dissolving process of rock salt on the solid 

boundary, the solid boundary and the boundary layer 

have been back to a tiny distance. 

3. Rock Salt Dissolving Model Without 

Mechanical Effect 

Actually the rock salt dissolving process is a complex 

process of hydrodynamics and chemical kinetics [12, 13], and 

so, according with the dynamics analysis of the 

three-dimensional convective-diffusion process and the basic 

theory and chemical kinetics of hydromechanics, rock salt 

dissolving model without mechanical effect can be built. 

3.1. Basic Hypothesis of Model 

To the convenience on research, the model can be assumed 

and simplified as follows: 

1) Assumed that the effect on dissolving characteristics 

causing by anisotropic properties of rock salt, such as 

crystal direction and lamination, can be ignored. 

2) During the course of dissolving, the interior process and 

thermodynamics process of chemical reaction can be 

ignored. 

3) The effect causing by insoluble impurities on rock salt 

can be ignored. 

4) Assumed that the fluid cannot be compressed. 

5) Assumed that during the course of fluid transport, only 

the effect of fluid gravity field can be considered. 

6) The effect causing by temperature on dissolving process 

can be ignored. 

3.2. Fluid Transport Equation 

According with the basic theory of incompressible 

hydrodynamics, the transport equations between mass and 

concentration on rock salt dissolving process have been built. 

� Continuity equation 

For the incompressible fluid, the continuity equation is as 

follow: 

0u∇ ⋅ =                      (1) 

In E. Q. 1, u  is fluid velocity vector. 

� Kinetic equation 

According with Navier-Stokes equation, the fluid kinetic 

equation can be described as follow: 

( ) 21u
u u u

ρ
∂ + ⋅∇ = − ∇ − ∇ + ∇
∂

g h p v
t

      (2) 

In E. Q. 2, v is dynamic viscosity; p∇  is pressure intensity 

gradient; p is average dynamic pressure intensity of fluid; ρ is 

density of rock salt solution; h is vertical coordinate, and its 

direction of positive value is upward. 

� Convective-Diffusion equation 

The rock salt dissolving process can be described by the 

follow Convective-Diffusion equation: 

( ) ( )u
∂ + ⋅∇ = ∇ ∇
∂
C

C D C
t

            (3) 

In E. Q. 3, C is molar concentration of rock salt solution; D 

is diffusion coefficient of rock salt solution. 
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3.3. Equation of Boundary Shape on Dissolving Process 

� Fick first scattering law 

The diffusion effect can be described by Fick first scattering 

law as follow: 

∂=
∂�
C

J D
n

                       (4) 

In E. Q. 4, diffusion flux J denotes the mass per unit time 

and per unit area on the direction which is vertical to the 

normal of area; n
�

 is normal direction vector; D denotes the 

proportionality coefficient that is valued to the mass per unit 

area and per unit time divided by normal concentration 

gradient. 

� Equation of boundary shape 

Based on basic hypothesis of model, fluid transport 

equation and Fick first scattering law, variation of boundary 

shape on dissolving process can be described as follow.  

Along with the normal direction of rock salt boundary, the 

dissolving sketch on rock salt boundary has been built in Fig. 

2. In Fig. 2, the direction X is the tangential direction of rock 

salt boundary; the direction R is the normal direction of rock 

salt boundary; infinitesimal body dx×dR which has been 

marked by the color area in Fig. 2 is unit thickness. 

 

Figure 2. Dissolving sketch on rock salt boundary. 

For infinitesimal body dx×dR, based on the material 

equilibrium principle, the equation can be obtained as follow: 

sd d d d
ρ

=J x t x R
M

                  (5) 

In E. Q. 5, Jdxdt is the mole number of rock salt on the 

section 1×dx which has been dissolved into solution in time 

dt; sd dx R
M

ρ
 is the mole number of rock salt which has been 

dissolved from the rock salt solid in time dt and the section 

1×dx; ρs is density of rock salt solid; M is mole mass of rock 

salt; dR is thickness of rock salt being dissolved along the 

normal direction of boundary of rock salt solid in time dt. 

Associating with E. Q. 4 and 5, the equation of boundary 

shape on dissolving process can be expressed as follow: 

1

d

d s

R M C
D

t nρ Γ
∂= −
∂�

               (6) 

In E. Q. 6, Γ1 is boundary plane of rock salt solid. 

3.4. Subsidiary Equation 

Based on the characteristics of fluid transport, it can be 

found that ρ and C are not independent variables. Relationship 

between ρ and C can be expressed as follow: 

( )w w s1ρ ρ ρ ρ= + −CM            (7) 

In E. Q. 7, ρw is density of water. 

3.5. Solution Conditions 

� Initial condition 

Before dissolving, water solution which contacts with rock 

salt solid boundary is static. So the initial conditions of model 

are as follow: 

0
0= =

t
u                    (8) 

00= =
t

C C                   (9) 

In E. Q. 9, C0 is mole concentration of water solution under 

the initial state, 0≤C0≤Cs, Cs is saturated mole concentration 

of rock salt water solution. 

� Boundary condition 

According with the assumption, rock salt solution on the 

boundary layer is saturated solution. So the concentration of 

rock salt solution on the solid boundary plane Γ1 is saturated 

mole concentration, and the boundary condition can be 

expressed as follow: 

1
sΓ =C C                     (10) 

3.6. Expression for Model 

In summary, according with continuity equation, kinetic 

equation, convective-diffusion equation, equation of boundary 

shape on dissolving process, subsidiary equation and solution 

conditions of equations, constrained partial differentiation 

equation system of rock salt dissolving model without 

mechanical effect can be expressed as follow: 

( )

( )

( )

1

1

2

w s

00 0

0

1
;

( );

1 ;

d
;

d

0; ;

u

u
u u f u

u

ρ

ρ ρ ρ ρ

ρ Γ

= = Γ

∇ = 
∂ + ∇ = − ∇ + ∇

∂ 
∂ + ∇ = ∇ ∇ ∂ 
= + −


∂ = −
∂


= = = 

�

w

s

St t

p v
t

C
C D C

t

CM

R M C
D

t n

u C C C C

         (11) 
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4. Difference Between Rock Salt 

Dissolving Effect with and Without 

Mechanical Effect 

Rock salt dissolving mechanism with and without 

mechanical effect is same, but difference between rock salt 

dissolving effect with and without mechanical effect is existed 

as follow: 

1) If without mechanical effect, dissolving effect for rock 

salt can only be happened on the solid boundary, so the 

dissolving action face is solid boundary surface. 

2) But if with mechanical effect, especially after a number 

of cracks on the rock salt solid surface have been 

produced, not only on the solid boundary but also at the 

interior of the surface cracks, dissolving effect can be 

happened. So with mechanical effect the dissolving 

action face is the sum by the rock salt solid boundary 

surface and all surface cracks. 

The cracks on the surface of rock salt sample after uniaxial 

compression test are as shown in Fig. 3(a), and the shape of 

surface cracks after dissolved is as shown in Fig. 3(b).  

 

(a) Photo of surface crack. Noted that the trend of surface crack has been 

marked by the white line 

 

(b) Photo of surface crack after dissolved. Noted that the area of surface crack 

has been marked by white block frame 

Figure 3. Variation of rock salt surface crack after dissolved. 

In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), the phenomenon can be observed as 

follow: after dissolved, the shape of surface crack has been 

changed obviously, and the jaw opening and the depth of 

surface crack are larger. This shows that during the 

dissolving process, the surface area of surface crack has 

been enlarged and the dissolving action face has been 

changed, and the influence of rock salt dissolving 

characteristics causing by mechanical effect can not be 

ignored. 

Based on the above analysis, the results can be obtained: 

with the increase of plastic strain, the number and size of rock 

salt crack has been increased, and so the dissolving action face 

has been enlarged constantly, and then rock salt mass being 

dissolved at a certain dissolving time which can be equal to the 

macro-dissolving speed of rock salt has been increased 

continuously. 

Therefore, with mechanical effect, the relationship must be 

existed in the macro-dissolving speed and plastic strain of 

rock salt. 

5. Rock Salt Dissolving Model with 

Mechanical Effect 

Because the number and size of rock salt surface crack can 

be hard to count, the area of dissolving action face with 

mechanical effect can not be computed, so the rock salt 

dissolving model without mechanical effect can not be 

directly used to simulate rock salt dissolving characteristics 

with mechanical effect. 

The key points can be noticed as follow: 

1) From the macro point, difference between the 

macro-dissolving speed with and without mechanical 

effect which can be equal to the rock salt mass being 

dissolved at the same dissolving time and the same 

surface has been existed. 

2) Either with or without mechanical effect, the dissolving 

effect can be decided by the diffusion effect on the 

surface, that is mean that the dissolving effect can be 

controlled by two factors, the area of dissolving action 

face and diffusion coefficient. 

3) In fact, the area of dissolving action face can be hard to 

compute, and the value of diffusion coefficient of rock 

salt solution is a constant. 

Based on the above key points, the follow assumptions can 

be made: 

� either with or without mechanical effect, during the 

dissolving process, the area of dissolving action face 

can be assumed to keep unchanged.  

� Correspondingly the diffusion coefficient can be 

assumed to change. Rock salt “diffusion coefficient” D 

with mechanical effect can be called by “equivalent 

diffusion coefficient” D
*
. 

� Based on the above assumption about the area of 

dissolving action face and diffusion coefficient, rock salt 

dissolving model with mechanical effect can be 

described by rock salt dissolving model without 

mechanical effect with D
*
. 

The new conception “equivalent diffusion coefficient” D
*
 

is proportionality coefficient that is valued to the mass per unit 

area and per unit time divided by normal concentration 

gradient under the macro point. D
*
 has been proposed to 

describe the macro-dissolving speed per unit dissolving area 

of rock salt with mechanical effect. 

Equivalent plastic strain 
pε  can be used to describe the 

damage degree of rock salt with mechanical effect, and under 

the same stress-strain condition, the value of 

macro-dissolving speed has been varied by the dissolving 

time t, so the relationship must be existed in 
pε  and t and 

D
*
. D

*
 is a variable of the equivalent plastic strain 

pε  and 

dissolving time t, and its expression can be marked by 
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( )p
,ε∗

D t . 

Based on the above analysis, the rock salt dissolving model 

with mechanical effect can be set up as follow: 

� Assumed that the expression and assumption for the 

dissolving model without mechanical effect still can 

be applied to the dissolving model with mechanical 

effect.  

Assumed that the new concept “equivalent diffusion 

coefficient” can be proposed to describe rock salt dissolving 

effect with mechanical effect. 

constrained partial differentiation equation system of rock 

salt dissolving model with mechanical effect can be expressed 

as follow: 

( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
1

1

2

p

w w s

p

p

0 S0 0

0;

1
;

( , )

1 ;

d ,
, ;

d

0; ;

u

u
u u f u

u

Γ

ρ

ε

ρ ρ ρ ρ

ε
ε

ρ

∗

∗
∗

Γ

= =

∇ = 
∂ + ∇ = − ∇ + ∇

∂ 
∂ + ∇ = ∇ ∇
∂


= + − 


∂ = − ∂

= = =


�

s

t t

p v
t

C
C D t C

t

CM

R t M C
D t

t n

u C C C C

      (12) 

In E. Q. 12, because the equivalent diffusion coefficient is 

the function by 
pε  and t, the dissolving depth per unit area 

being computed can be called by equivalent dissolving depth 

R
*
 which can be marked by ( )p

,ε∗
R t . 

According with E. Q. 12, if the ( )p
,ε∗

D t  value with 

different equivalent plastic strain 
pε  and dissolving time t 

has been given, rock salt dissolving model with mechanical 

effect would be solved. 

6. Calculation for Equivalent Diffusion 

Coefficient 

Noticed that in E. Q. 12, the ( )p
,ε∗

D t  value with 
pε  

and t can not be given by tests, but the ( )p
,ε∗

R t  value can be 

obtained by tests, so the computing way for ( )p
,ε∗

D t  can be 

acquired as follow: 

� First, through tests the ( )p
,ε∗

R t  value has been 

obtained.  

� And then, the ( )p
,ε∗

R t  value has been substituted 

into the E. Q. 12, the ( )p
,ε∗

D t  value which is 

corresponding to ( )p
,ε∗

R t  value has been computed.  

6.1. Test Datum 

To acquire the rule of rock salt dissolving characteristics 

with mechanical effect, a series of rock salt uniaxial 

compression meso-mechanical tests under the coupled 

mechanical-dissolving effect have been tested. 

The detail of test process and result has been shown in 

reference 14. The relationship between dissolved mass m and 

axial plastic strain ε
p
 and dissolving time t has been expressed 

as follow [14]: 

( ) ( )

( )( )

2, 0.091 0.047

4.56
4.75

1 exp 6.2 0.54

ε

ε

= +
 
 ⋅ −
 + −
 

p

p

m t t t

        (13) 

In E. Q. 13, the unit of ε
p
 is %, 0≤ε

p≤8; the unit of t is 100s, 

0≤t≤4. 

6.2. Computing Way for D* 

Under uniaxial compression, axial plastic strain can be used 

to describe the mechanical failure characteristics of rock salt, so 

based on the results of tests, ε
p
 can be used to replace equivalent 

plastic strain 
pε  on the rock salt dissolving model with 

mechanical effect. If the D
*
(ε

p
, t) value has been given, rock salt 

dissolving model with mechanical effect can be solved. 

The computing way for D
*
(ε

p
, t) has been shown as follow: 

1) Through analyzing the datum of tests, the relationship 

between equivalent dissolving depth R
*
 and dissolved 

mass m can be expressed as follow: 

( ) ( )* p p
,  ,ε ρ ε=sR t A m t               (14) 

In E. Q. 14, A is the surface area of rock salt sample being 

dissolved. 

Jointed with E. Q. 13 and 14, the R
*
 value can be obtained. 

2) And then by solved the E. Q. 12, the D
*
(ε

p
, t) value with 

the certain value of ε
p
 and t can be computed. 

6.3. Analysis for D* 

6.3.1. Mathematical Model for D
*
 

According with the test conditions of rock salt uniaxial 

compression meso-mechanical tests under the coupled 

mechanical-dissolving effect [14], the plane mathematical 

model for D
*
 has been shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4. Sketch of plane model for D*. 
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In Fig. 4, Γ1 is the surface of rock salt sample being 

dissolved; Γ2, Γ3 and Γ4 are free faces of the fluid, Γ2 is the 

surface of the fluid, Γ3 and Γ4 are the convective-diffusion 

faces that have been contacted with the surrounding fluid; Ω is 

the area for the fluid being modeled; in Ω, under the initial 

state, the fluid is stationary, the concentration C of fluid is a 

constant, and so E. Q. 8 and 9 can be used to describe the 

initial state of Mathematical model; z direction of the axis is 

the opposite direction of gravity. 

The specific parameters for mathematical model have been 

shown as follow: ρw=1.0×10
3
kg/m

3
, ρs=2.16×10

3
kg/m

3
, 

M=6.88×10
-2

kg/mol, Cs=5.4×10
3
mol/m

3
, v=1.14×10

-6
m

2
/s, 

C0=0, D=2.0×10
-9

m
2
/s.  

6.3.2. Computing Process for D
*
 

 

Figure 5. Flow chart for computing D*. 

The computing process for D
*
 has been shown as follow: 

� Step 1: according with E. Q. 13, given the value of axial 

plastic strain ε
p
 and dissolving time t, the dissolved mass 

m can be computed.  

� Step 2: substituted the assumed value D
*
 into E. Q. 12.  

� Step 3: according with E. Q. 12, the velocity, 

concentration and density of the fluid can be solved, and 

then equivalent dissolving depth R
*
 can be obtained. 

Substituted the computed value of R
*
 into E. Q. 14, 

computed mass m
*
 can be obtained. 

� Step 4: compared with the computed mass m
*
 and the 

dissolved mass m, if equally, D
*
 with the given value of 

ε
p
 and t can be confirmed; otherwise, in the step 2 the 

assumed value of D
*
 would be changed, the step 2, 3 and 

4 would be executed again until the computed mass m
*
 is 

equal to the dissolved mass m. 

The flow chart for computing D
*
 has been shown in Fig. 5. 

Noted that in Fig. 5 YES of “time is over” denotes that in 

solved E. Q 12 the time is equal to the given dissolving time t; 

otherwise, NO of “time is over” denotes that the time in solved 

E. Q 12 is less than the given t value. 

6.3.3. Analysis for Computing Results 

Through the above computing, the relationship between the 

value of D
*
(ε

p
, t) divided by diffusion coefficient D (marked 

by D
*
/D) and axial plastic strain ε

p
 and dissolving time t has 

been expressed as follow: 

( ) ( )( )
*

,
13.48 16.02exp /1.1

704.35
2.71

1 exp(( 6.53) 0.39)

p

p

D t
t

D

ε

ε

= − +

 
⋅ − + − 

     (15) 

When the dissolving time t is 400 seconds, the relationship 

between D
*
/D and ε

p
 has been shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the 

curve has been expressed as follow: 

( )*

4

, 704.35
2.71

1 exp(( 6.53) 0.39)

p

t p

D t

D

ε
ε= = −

+ −
    (16) 

 

Figure 6. Relationship between axial plastic strain and D*/D. 

As shown in Fig. 6, according with the variation rule 
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between D
*
/D and ε

p
, the curve has been divided into three 

phases as follow: 

� Phase I 

The curve of phase I is very gentle. On phase I, the value of 

D
*
/D is very small, and with ε

p
 increasing, the value of D

*
/D 

has been increased slowly, and the variation rate is very small. 

The reason for the above phenomenon on phase I is that 

when the value of ε
p
 is smaller, the number of rock salt crack 

on the surface is less, during dissolving process, the dissolving 

action face has been varied faintly, and so the value of D
*
 has 

been changed smaller. 

� Phase II 

The curve of phase II is concave, and the rate of grade of the 

curve has been changed significantly. On phase II, with ε
p
 

increasing, the value of D
*
/D has been increased obviously, 

and the rate of grade of D
*
/D is bigger. 

The reason for the above phenomenon on phase II is that 

when ε
p
 has been attained a certain value, cracks on rock salt 

surface have been produced obviously, during dissolving 

process, the dissolving action face has been enlarged 

significantly, and then the value of D
*
/D has been increased 

obviously. 

� Phase III 

On phase III, the rate of grade of the curve has been 

changed smaller, with ε
p
 increasing, the value of has been 

increased constantly. The reason for the above phenomenon is 

that on phase III with ε
p
 increasing, the dissolving action face 

has been enlarged continuously, the value of D
*
 has been 

increased constantly but not obviously. 

7. Conclusion 

Rock salt dissolving mechanism with and without 

mechanical effect is same, but with mechanical effect, 

especially after the plastic strain and cracks have been 

produced, difference between the dissolving effect with and 

without mechanical effect has been existed. On this paper, 

through analyses on rock salt dissolving mechanism, and 

rock salt dissolving effect with and without mechanical 

effect, difference between rock salt dissolving model with 

and without mechanical effect has been studied. The 

conclusions have been shown as follow: 

1) The difference between rock salt dissolving effect with 

and without mechanical effect is that the dissolving 

action face has been changed. Without mechanical effect, 

dissolving action face is rock salt solid boundary surface, 

but with mechanical effect, dissolving action face has 

been enlarged that is the sum by the rock salt solid 

boundary surface and all surface cracks. 

2) With mechanical effect, the relationship has been existed 

in the macro-dissolving speed and plastic strain of rock 

salt. 

3) Compared with the parameter “diffusion coefficient” D 

on the dissolving model without mechanical effect, the 

new conception “equivalent diffusion coefficient” D
*
 has 

been proposed to describe the macro-dissolving speed of 

rock salt with mechanical effect under the assumption 

that dissolving action face has not been changed during 

the dissolving process. D
*
 is a variable of the equivalent 

plastic strain and dissolving time. 

4) Based on rock salt dissolving model without mechanical 

effect and the new concept D
*
, rock salt dissolving 

model with mechanical effect has been built. 

5) Through analyzing the datum of uniaxial compression 

meso-mechanical test under the coupled 

mechanical-dissolving effect, the method to calculate the 

equivalent diffusion coefficient D
*
 has been proposed, 

and the relationship between axial plastic strain, 

dissolving time and D
*
 has been obtained. 

The achieved results of this paper can provide a foundation 

for the further analyses on coupled mechanical-dissolving 

mechanism of rock salt. 
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